Explore new Possibilities.
Exploit new Technologies.
Expand Skills and Services.
Get ready to own the Future. NOW !

Computers can process data into Information but human Intelligence has
to be applied to transform this Information into Actionable Insights to
contribute Value for enterprises.

Empower yourself with required skill-sets to keep yourself up-todate and stay relevant in the digITal age.
eCAAT empowers you with the right tools to audIT.

What is eCAAT?


India’s first CAATs/ Data Analytics software developed by
auditors for auditors to audit in any IT environment.



Developed with the effort of more than 25 man-years.



Add-in to MS Excel: fits right into MS Excel and ready to

Introducing India’s
first CAATs
software: eCAAT

be used in any audit environment.


Right blend of simplicity, ease of use and functionality to
use in any assurance or compliance assignment.

Why use eCAAT?


Comprehensive tool to audit 100% of the data.



Empower your audit staff at affordable cost.



Do more in less time by enhancing your productivity.



Easy to learn and simple to use.



Use latest automated tools and techniques.



Become more proficient knowledge worker by using
technology for analysis, inference and insight.



Grow professionally empowered by Technology.



Power to process complex files quickly with a few clicks.



Designed for new, inexperienced and expert CAATs users.



Easy to use as it is built onto MS Excel as a tab but with

Make your work
life easier with
eCAAT.

Tax Audit, VAT
Audit, Internal
Audit, IT Audit,
Fraud
Investigation or
any in any other
audit. Use eCAAT.

innate power of database.

Wh0 can use eCAAT?


Those who are working as Auditors: Financial, Compliance
or IT, CXOs, Fraud/Forensics investigator….



Those who have to use Data Analytics to Infer Insights
from Information from any electronic format or software!



Improve the
effectiveness and
productivity of
audit staff with
eCAAT.

Those who would like to enhance skills, grow in their
career and be more effective.



Those who have to use the right IT Tools and skills for
accessing, analysing and auditing electronic information.



Those who have to supplement their Knowledge and Skills
to provide value addition?



Those who have to investigate and report on frauds in
electronic information of automated environment.

Audit with a few
clicks with
insights at your
finger-tips. Use
eCAAT.

eCAAT easily integrates into MS Excel to provide a seamless experience.

What are the Core Functions in eCAAT?
eCAAT has more than 175 functions that enable users to perform complex functions with
just a few clicks saving enormous amount of time. eCAAT has most of the functions
available in the expensive data analytics software but designed with ease of use of MS
Excel. Sample listing of the core functions in eCAAT arranged alphabetically are:


Aging: Displays the totals of all records that are within and beyond the aging date.



Analytical Review: Displays the difference between values of two numeric columns in
number and in percentage.



Authenticate: Displays records after combining columns from two files in to a single file
based on two conditions.



Classify: Groups and totals numeric data based on the count value of each unique record
in a character column.



Compare Files: Compares numeric columns of two files irrespective of the sorting index
to display variances in count and value of the two records.



Dynamic Query: Extract records by selecting specific numeric, date and character values.



Exceptions: Displays records based on up to three and/or conditions.



Identify Changes: Compares two worksheets and highlights all changes or non-changes
as selected and also displays list of changes, if specified.



Identify Duplicates: Displays all duplicate records in the selected column(s).



Identify Gaps: Find gaps in numeric, date and characters based on intervals.



Join Files: Displays records after joining the columns of two files based on a specified
condition.



MIS: Displays the count, total, minimum, maximum and average of records for the
selected period.



Sampling: Picks records based on Systematic, Random or Stratified Random sampling
methods.



Sequence Check: Displays missing values in a numeric sequence.



Stratify: Group numeric, date and character data into different strata (groups).



Summarize: Displays the summarized values of selected numeric columns for each
distinct value based on a numeric based with/ without an index.

Experience the amazing power of audit technology at work using eCAAT.

Transform your audit process by
migrating from a single- purpose
spreadsheet software to a multi-

dimensional Data Analytics software
that has more than 175 audit-centric
functions which can generate results
in seconds.
Standardise/Simplify your work.

In an increasingly information intensive world, the real thought leaders are
intellectuals who Infer Insights through Data Analytics to Add Value!

Buy eCAAT at http://wincaat.com! See demo videos at: eCAAT channel.
For more information, please email: info@wincaat.com
Wincer Infotech Limited
# 543, I Floor, R.P Building, Opp. Hockey Stadium, Langford Road – 560027
Phone: 91-80-40997637/38 Email: info@wincaat.com Website: www.wincaat.com

